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Foreign Anti-Corruption Experience 

The analysis of international fight experience against a corruption 

testifies that present corruption features are those factors that create the real 

threat to the national safety and democratic development in the most countries 

all over the world and influence negatively on all spheres of public life. 

The analysis of foreign countries legislation testifies that constitutions 

of many democratically developed countries lay on the law enforcement 

authorities certain part of work in the sphere ofanti-corruption measures 

enforcenment. 

In Israel an anticorruption actionsarecarried out by the system of 

"certain duplication of monitoring" after possible corruption actions. It is 

provided by government agencies and special subdivisions of police as well 

as by the department of the State managment that owns independence from 

ministries and state departments and public organizations such as 

"Department for the cleanness of government". 

In Great Britain high standards of civil behavior are the results of 

political and legislative measures, moral changes and more effective social 

control after civil servants. This country has the oldest traditions of fight 

against a corruption. The system of anticorruption mechanisms is well-

regulated at the legislative level. 

At the bottom of anticorruption fight in Germany laid down the task 

of material and financia sources abolishment of criminal groupments. It is 

achieved in two ways: by appropriation (appropriation of property) and by 

creation of the proper legal base for makingthe "money laundering" 

impossible. 

The conducted analysis of foreign experience for crime 

preventioninitiatives in Israel, Great Britain, Germany and other countries 

allows us to form an idea of national anticorruption strategy development that 

is very important for the present-day Ukraine. 
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